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On his first night renting a cottage on the Cornish coast, widower John Tennant comes face to face with, of
all things, a grizzly bear. Fearing for his life, John tries to convince the animal he isn't worth eating, and is
relieved when the bear ambles away.

Maintenance man Mitch Benjamin is two hundred years old but doesn’t look a day over forty. As a
werebear, he needs to stay under the radar. The new renter is making that difficult. Not only is John
attractive, but his vulnerability triggers all of Mitch’s protective instincts. If that wasn’t trouble enough,
Mitch is struggling with his inner bear’s desire to befriend John. He knows what his bear is up to, but Mitch
doesn’t want another mate. His last one was murdered ninety years ago, and he’s still grieving.

John is confused by Mitch’s mixed signals. Physically, Mitch -- with his bulging muscles and hulking frame
-- is a gay man’s wet dream come true. But emotionally, he keeps closing down. John discovers more
comfort with the magnificent grizzly bear he occasionally meets on his evening walks along the beach.

In an effort to help, Morwenna, the owner of the cottages, uses her psychic gifts to give John a message from
his dead lover, George. Far from helping, it adds another layer of strangeness to what’s already turning out to
be the strangest summer John can remember.

Can a well-meaning medium and a determined grizzly bring John and Mitch together? Will Mitch come
clean about his werebear nature? If he does, can John accept that a man and bear exist in the same body?
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From reader reviews:

Jeffrey Richard:

This book untitled Summer's Lease to be one of several books which best seller in this year, that is because
when you read this e-book you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this particular book in
the book retailer or you can order it by way of online. The publisher on this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you quickly to read this book, since you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So there is no
reason to you personally to past this e-book from your list.

William McNally:

Reading a publication can be one of a lot of task that everyone in the world really likes. Do you like reading
book and so. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoy it. First reading a book will give you a lot of new
information. When you read a e-book you will get new information because book is one of many ways to
share the information or maybe their idea. Second, studying a book will make you more imaginative. When
you reading a book especially fictional book the author will bring you to imagine the story how the people do
it anything. Third, you can share your knowledge to other folks. When you read this Summer's Lease, you
could tells your family, friends and also soon about yours reserve. Your knowledge can inspire the others,
make them reading a book.

Edwin Courville:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the spare time or they
will get large amount of stress from both day to day life and work. So , once we ask do people have spare
time, we will say absolutely yes. People is human not only a robot. Then we request again, what kind of
activity are there when the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer will unlimited right. Then do
you ever try this one, reading books. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, the particular
book you have read is definitely Summer's Lease.

Amy Christensen:

Reading a book to get new life style in this season; every people loves to examine a book. When you read a
book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your knowledge, since
book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what types of book that you
have read. If you need to get information about your research, you can read education books, but if you want
to entertain yourself look for a fiction books, these kinds of us novel, comics, along with soon. The
Summer's Lease will give you a new experience in reading through a book.
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